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JURY’S COMMENT

This year MGDA has created a remarkable journey for everyone that involved in this Prestige Awards organized by 
Malaysia Design Council on behalf of Malaysia Government. Throughout these years, we urge to see that MGDA shall be-
come a benchmark for any company that practices Design Driven Management in their business. Moreover, MGDA is one 
of the key Recognition Award for any company that want to pursuit their business development into the path of ODM 
and OBM, with this change and development, it’s definitely will put ones in an advantage position toward IR4.0.  This year 
participant has shown their great effort in presenting a well thought Design Values in their creation, although, each of them 
still shown in a different level of approach, but we take this as a positive improvement in long term. To further enhance on 
the design quality, Design values shall always be a key note in every product development. And this can be achieved with the 
practices of Design Thinking among Designer, Manufacturer / Business owner, and Marketer. 
 
As for this year Award, With Hundred over products from 66 companies, it’s always a challenging, responsive and long debating 
process throughout the products evaluation. But it’s also a Great honor for every panel members to contribute their expertise 
into this program.  Thus, we want to see this recognition award to grow further and bring benefits to the industries in com-
ing years. For those who make their success on this recognition, we would like to congratulate you on your achievement, and 
those who are still in the way to achieve this recognition, keep on trying and we wish to see you in coming MGDA. Last but not 
least, I would like to give my sincere thanks to MRM for their continuous effort in organizing this prestige award for decades. 
We looking forward to see the MGDA 2019 to set a NEW Standard in the Award.

ERIC TIAU CHEE KEONG
IDEA SEED DESIGN SDN BHD

Head of Jury

The Good Design Mark awards is a recognition from Malaysia Design Council that constitute activities aimed at 
simultaneously supporting the improvement of the quality of our lives and the development of industry through 
recognizing exceptional design. The Good Design Mark also acts as stimulus and catalyst that spurred a new 
achievement in Malaysia’s industrialisation strategist as more and more Malaysian companies upscale products to 
embrace the indigenous value of good design. This year’s entry and the awarded products are particularly reflective of current 
era, there were many packaging design, product appliances, furniture, fashion apparel and craft products as well as from the 
services industry, but in many cases, fundamental design concepts and evaluation criteria differed between  those products 
that have rapid life cycle and those that do not. In a larger extend, company’s awarded the Good Design Mark awards simul-
taneously provide support for the improvement of the quality of our lives and the development of industry in appreciation of 
the importance of good design awareness. 

MOHD SOBRI ABU BAKAR
UNIVERSITI SULTAN ZAINAL ABIDIN

This year’s entries  saw variety of products which have much better improvement  in term of  designs , creation and  innovation. 
There  are  traditional  handicrafts  products with contemporary  look and styles. The furniture designs are looking bold and 
contemporary. The packaging designs are looking better with better graphics colour and look more international, much  
thought and research have been done compare with previous years. Electrical products  designs are always moving with time. 
Overall designs have a great improvements and better quality in every aspect.

As in previous years backs, Malaysia Good Design Mark award are dominated by products from packaging and electronics 
category. Percentage overall product participation still needs improvement to be on par with nation development. 
Simultaneously, participation from craft category has shown increment and they are now produce good quality product, good 
design, innovative and has commercial value. Participation of craft product this year mostly using ceramic materials from state 
of Perak such as deco vases and water containers whereas products from state of Sabah and Sarawak are made from forest 
resources such as bamboo bags and rattan bags. The entrepreneurs must improve their craft product especially on 
product presentation aspect. In order to produce new high quality product, continuous efforts from Malaysia Good 
Design Mark are supported, this will encourage entrepreneurs to compete and be on par with others exporting country.

MOHD YUSOF ABD RANI
PERBADANAN KEMAJUAN KRAFTANGAN MALAYSIA
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Most of the products were targeted at the general consumers with only a few to a specific segment like the physically 
challenged or a specific religious community, Good attempt but it is too mechanical and lacks design finesse and ergonomic 
considerations. Other segments were evident especially the affluent market and the younger target audience. The degree of 
innovation is generally absent in almost all of the entries. They were only slight improvement from existing models especially 
the electrical products merely to sustain the existing loyal consumers. There were a couple of products which made way to new 
market. Most likely of a better quality and stronger marketing campaigns especially through the digital media. As for packaging 
overall labelling were not outstandiing. Only one enhances them with IOT. Physically the material and mechanism for display, 
for dispensing and transporting is short of anything extraordinary. Overall entries, there were very little ecological factors and a 
small percentage on cultural and social impact.

2018 Good Design Aw&rds, received encour&ging number of p&rticip&nts from both the incumbent comp&nies &nd the new 
entrees. It’s been by th&t n&ture th&t decision for &w&rding Good Design Aw&rds, becomes & ch&llenging deb&te over the 
juries on the criteri& th&t were dr&wn forth, though &ll juries fully understood th&t MDGA is not & competition. It w&s observed 
th&t both h&d undergone the design processes &nd th&t the output p&r&llels to increment&l design innov&tion, with no 
p&rticul&r design bre&kthroughs. Another observ&tion worthy of emph&sis w&s the submission of p&ck&ging design. Most 
p&rticip&nts missed understood between p&ck&ging design with gr&phics l&belling design, thus there were &bund&nce of 
gr&phic l&belling design v&ri&tions r&ther th&n innov&tive p&ck&ging. To conclude, M&l&ysi& is seriously in pursuit of IR 4.0 it 
is utmost import&nt th&t MRM to re&lign her role in the industry &nd to reflect th&t into the M&l&ysi& Good Design Aw&rds 
criteri&. Whiles the merit for AI &nd VR st&nds without deliber&tion, perh&ps the merit of AESTHETIC INNOVATION requires some 
serious &nticip&tion.

Firstly, thanks to Malaysia Design Council for the opportunity to contribute to our beloved country. This year we have witness 
some clear innovation in the submission of product. Most representatives /companies are trying their very best to be com-
petitive with the global market trend by promoting Malaysian identity while others are finding ways to penetrate new market 
segment. Their objectives are clear because they recognized MRM and truly understand its role as a design-mediator to lead 
them through. Overall, least inspiring are Home Product submission which mediocre both on styling and innovation. Packaging 
design entry lack of innovation as most product are stereotypically mundane in it expression as their primary concerned are 
mainly Labelling and graphics. Craft and jewelry categories sees most promising attitude towards development as individual 
concept varies from traditionalist to contemporary design ideas. Environmental products and Industrial product categories 
have excel in their ideation with the use of an alternative material, simplistic ideas and sustainability. Leisure and Sports product 
categories has impressed us with well-studied/researched and quality in promoting new sports for leisure from beginner up till 

MOHAMED ASRI AHMAD BIN THAHARUDDIN
RIFAIECHUASETHI SDN BHD 

TN. HAJI AZALI ABD RAHIM
FIRST UNIVERSITY

NOR AZIZI AHMAD
SEGI UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Malaysia Good Design Mark is the only design recognition in Malaysia that supports the effort of designers in local 
companies that have their own research and development (R&D) facilities. By receiving MGDM Award, the company 
will appreciate more on the importance of design in enhancing the market of their product and innovatively design 
according to the latest trends. Through evaluations and comments from professional juries,
designers and participants can gain valuable knowledge to assist them in producing more attractive
design and more competitive product. As a designer, I also expect more local industries and design teams to 
join MGDM, so we can work together to improve our Malaysian product design inline with global standards.

MOHD YUSOF ABD RANI
PERBADANAN KEMAJUAN KRAFTANGAN MALAYSIA
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DR. NORHISHAM SEYAJAH
INSTITUTE OF PRODUCT DESIGN & MANUFACTURING

The view is focused on the quality of the products received, in terms of understanding of the professionalism of the 
designer towards new product development. From the assessment of products that have been submitted to MRM 
for “Malaysia Good Design award”,  the overall product is very good and can meet the needs of consumers as a 
whole. There are only a few things need to consider before the item is marketed to the consumer in general. The 
manufacture and designer have to know that the main characteristics of the 21st century economy are high 
competition pressure, high level of production and natural resources use, high level of consumption, short lifespan of 
products with the high rate of technological change and the emerging sustainability awareness. It can be said that  the 
product quality shown by the company, has all gone through the development of the concept through a detailed study of 
consumer needs and using current technology for user-friendly functions. Good product results are evaluated from an under-
standing of the aesthetic value and user-friendly function of products realized through the industrial process.

At the same time, consumers respond to such economic conditions by searching to satisfy their needs and desires by more 
and more sophisticated products/services and personalized solutions. These are as many challenges firms need to cope with to 
preserve their competitive advantage. Development a new product is hard. The concept generation process begins with a set 
of customer needs and target specifications and results in a set of product concepts from which the team will make a final 
selection. The manufacturer should understand that, good concept generation leaves the team with confidence that the full 
space of alternative has been explored.  From the product evaluation found that the important of expenditure on industrial 
design is tremendous. Most products on the market can be improved in some way or another by good industrial designer, 
and all products that are used, operated, or seen by people depend critically on Industrial Design for commercial success.  The 
benefits of using Industrial Design included increased product appeal and greater customer satisfaction through additional or 
better features, strong brand identify, and product differentiations. 

Industrial design plays an important role in determining the company’s identity. The functions of Industrial designer 
establish a company identity is deriving from “the visual style of an organization” a factor that affects the firm’s positioning in the 
market. A company’s identity emerges primarily through what people see. Consider the following attributes that established a 
corporation’s identity, such as Product or Services, Environment, and Communication. From the evaluations made on each 
product it can be said that, the identified five factors that influence consumers’ purchase decision of low-price private 
label brands are brand, brand related activities (advertisement & word of mouth), perception, attitude, purchase intention and 
demographic factors. The study proved brand and brand related factors are not significant factors that influence purchase 
intention. However, for food products, price-quality relationship is the most important factor. If consumer perception of quality 
and price match their expectation, they will be satisfied and perceived high value for the products. However if the consumers 
are dissatisfied with the product, they perceive risk and that has negative impact on their purchase decision. These approaches 
take into account that acceptance of the product is achieved when consumers have made adjustments to their lives to make 
regular use of the product, so that buying and using the product becomes habitual. Examples include educational initiatives, 
recommendations from influential individuals, making the product aspirational, demonstrations, bundling with more familiar 
products, and subsidies.

For conclusion a conventional definition of a consumer market is that there is a common understanding among a group of 
consumers:  1) About how a product or service is used, to the extent that it is a normal part of people’s lives, and that they 
have developed a habit of both purchasing and also of using a product regularly. 2)  That a product or service is worth paying 
for because it has a value to the consumer.  Without these two elements in place a consumer market does not truly exist, and 
this is the most significant problem that enterprises innovating new models in such contexts have to address. A first step to 
building demand is to understand needs. Outsiders can have perceptions about what low income people need that can differ 
to what they actually want. Before seeking to develop the market for a new product, it is essential to consult with low-income 
people as to what their needs and wants are. Raising awareness of the products and their benefits is the next challenge. 
Potential customers will be unfamiliar with the value proposition that this product offers because they may have had no 
exposure to the product or even the type of product. Once a low-income consumer is aware of a product, a decision needs 
to be made by the consumer that such a product is sufficiently beneficial to them to prioritize purchasing it instead of 
using this money for another purchase or activity. They also need to build use of the product into their daily routines such that 
buying and using the product becomes a habit. Educating potential consumers on the benefits of using a product is a common 
approach in markets where awareness is a major challenge.
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CATEGORIES
The Recognition of Malaysia Good Design Mark is classified into 13 categories as follow :
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Craft Products
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This miniature set represent a diorama of Kadazan local ethnic wedding 
ceremony in Sabah. The detailing and fine arrangement indicates the 
emotion bonding between the creator and the viewer to appreciate the 
finest craftsman’s artefact.

Company Name :
WCO HOLDINGS SDN BHD

Brand / Model No :
- / -  

CULTURAL GIFT SET & SOUVENIRS
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Inspired by Gracinia Atroviridis species or known as ‘Asam Gelugor’ in 
Malay, this GELUGOR water dispensers form a unique shape to serve 
the function while maintaining the original asam gelugor identity. The 
clever thought and combination of design and craft make this become a 
practical solution in keeping the heritage alive. 

Company Name :
PERBADANAN KEMAJUAN KRAFTANGAN MALAYSIA 
CAWANGAN PERAK 

Brand / Model No :
-

WATER DISPENSER GELUGOR
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Very intricately made rattan basket inspired by the Straits 
Chinese [Baba and Nyonya] multipurpose  “BOKO” food carrier. It  
comes with  a beautiful cone shaped lid to cover the food. Various   
techniques of weaving are implemented to give the  basket a very 
interesting look. It comes with a strong four piece round rattan,  
handle  to support the weight of  the basket when carrying it. The 
natural colour of the rattan gives it a beautiful traditional finish.
This rattan round basket has made its debut at Harrods in London.

Company Name :
KRAF ROTAN ISHAK

Brand / Model No :
-

BAKUL BERKAT
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While ceramic are perhaps the most ubiquitous of all art forms to 
have emerged from human history the modern and contemporary 
style would enrich its value. In these PASU and LABU series, layered 
slip technique applied within these series enhance the beauty of 
seramic while serving the function for deco. The uniqueness of these 
ceramic not just for its craft value but the way creativity been applied 
for the owner appreciation of its creation.

SESULUR SERIES (THREE SERIES)

PASU PEREMPUAN DEBAB LABU GAUN

Company Name :
PERBADANAN KEMAJUAN KRAFTANGAN MALAYSIA 
CAWANGAN PERAK 

Brand / Model No :
-
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This  beautiful  oval shaped bag opens from the top  is made from 
linkong plant [ ligodium ] using the coiling technique. This unique 
technique gives it a very beautiful and neat look., influenced by the 
Rinaso  and Tinampok design. It has a fabric lining to give it a smooth  
intereior texture. The natural colour darken as time goes by and gives a 
beautiful tone  and sheen. It can be popular amongst young  working girls.

Company Name :
SERI ELF ENTERPRISE 

Brand / Model No :
-

OVAL LYGODIUM BAG 
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A Round basket with a lid from Sabah. The material used  is called 
Ribu ribu or lingkong using the coiling technique that gives it a lovely 
neat finish. It looks sturdy and strong. This multipurpose basket has 
a  natural brownish colour  and darkens beautifully and naturally as it 
ages. Looking at the shape and size it can also be used as a handbag.

Company Name :
PERBADANAN KEMAJUAN KRAFTANGAN 
MALAYSIA CAWANGAN SABAH 

Brand / Model No :
PREKA  : RINAGO

RINAGO GIFT CONTAINER
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malaysia good design mark 2014

Traditional woven bag by the ethenic Murut of Sabah, from Keningau.
This  multipurpose bag is made with the combination of fabric and 
woven bamboo, with the influence of traditional Murut motif. The 
bamboo is dyed according the required colour. The combination of 
fabric  as well as the fabric corners of the base and handles is to give it 
a contemporary look.

Company Name :
PERBADANAN KEMAJUAN KRAFTANGAN 
MALAYSIA CAWANGAN SABAH 

Brand / Model No :
- 

BEG TANGAN MURUT KKK EMILY 
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This elegant shape combined with pale glazing exhibit the vibrant 
surfaces of norm ceramic deco product. The family series able to add 
life without colour to a bare clay surface and yet demonstrates the 
creator creative talents. The ice breaker technique applied across the 
series become the most rewarding aspects of this THREE SERIES.

Company Name :
KZ KRAF 

Brand / Model No :
- 

THREE SERIES
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Handwoven bag / basket for  magazines  from Sabah. It is woven from  
bamboo and rattan  with the traditional motif. The edges are neat-
ly trimmed with fine rattan to give it a neat  and  smooth finish. The  
handles are semi circular shape wide enough to carry the basket under 
the arms.  It is hard wearing and strong enough to take the weight of the 
magazines.

Company Name :
PERBADANAN KEMAJUAN KRAFTANGAN MALAYSIA 
CAWANGAN SABAH

Brand / Model No :
Preka

BAKUL MAJALAH BULUH



100%   handmade  ceramic beads  fashion necklace from Kuching Sarawak.  
the  beads are hand rolled and fired are made  from  “Tapah” local clay. 
This traditional beads necklace in ash white colour with  thousands hair 
cracks effect on each beads. The beads are glazed and fired using the 
“ROKU” glaze which are not very glossy hence it gives a contemporary 
vintage look. This ceramic beads fashion necklace Looks  good  worn with 
traditional or modern outfit.

Company Name :
TRADELINKS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Brand / Model No :
-

RANTAI SERAMIK RETAK SERIBU
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Intricately woven multi purpose bag made from Sarawakian Bemban 
plant [ Donax Grandis]  with  a very fine Iban  motifs woven as part of the 
designs.  The leather trimming, base and handles gives it a contemporary  
ang exclusive look to this traditional craft. A very neat piece of basket 
weaving technique.

Company Name :
BENGKEL PEMBUATAN BEG, PERBADANAN KEMAJUAN 
KRAFTANGAN MALAYSIA 

Brand / Model No :
-

BEG BIMBIT & BEG DOKUMEN 
ANYAMAN BEMBAN
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Packaging
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The quirky doodled label with six different fruity flavours to choose 
from, the HAUSBOOM packaging bottle has struck the customer to 
taste the universal sounds brand. Featuring three characteristics – 
lifestyle, young and fresh, each target audience will have a different 
brand image to portray the brand message.

Company Name :
THE BOOM BEVERAGE SDN BHD

Brand / Model No :
HAUSBOOM / -

PACKAGING BOTTLE
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The quirky doodled label with six different fruity flavours to choose 
from, the HAUSBOOM packaging bottle has struck the customer to taste 
the universal sounds brand. Featuring three characteristics – lifestyle, 
young and fresh, each target audience will have a different brand image 
to portray the brand message.

Company Name :
THE BOOM BEVERAGE SDN BHD

Brand / Model No :
HAUSBOOM / -

PACKAGING BOTTLE – LIMITED EDITION
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The POPS MALAYA packaging able to create design that invite 
customer not only for the taste but to feel the actual five different 
flavours. The concept design that is clean in arrangement, 
colourful and simple hipster design established its new entry to ice 
cream industry. The Multipack Family been design to highlight the 
all - natural preservatives, colouring, flavour and sugar that reflect their 
healthy ingredients.Company Name :

DOLUVO SDN BHD

Brand / Model No :
POPS MALAYA / -

PACKAGING - MULTIPACK FAMILY FLAVOUR 
(STRAWBERRY MELON, CHOCOLATE HAZELNUT, 
MANGO PEACH, PINEAPPLE  PASSION FRUIT & 
DRAGON FRUIT BERRY FLAVOUR) 
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The designer intention of this eye-catching pack was to attract 
customer attention and desire of this traditional RAPID CUISINE. The 
bold caption and presentable plate suggest an ingenious solution that 
tells about calming and enjoyment with delicious all traditional cuisine. 
The overall visual impact demonstrates a balance between the colour, 
typography and good images of product.

Company Name :
CT RICH WORLDWIDE SDN BHD

Brand / Model No :
RAPID CUISINE / -

PACKAGING - TRADITIONAL CHICKEN RENDANG 
SERVED WITH NASI LEMAK / THAI BASIL BEEF 
SERVED WITH WHITE RICE / ITALIAN HERBS 
MUTTON SERVED WITH BUTTER RICE 
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The simple and clear graphics creates both beautiful and 
delightful taste of mix Camellia and Lemongrass KOPES TEA. The visual 
display the logo, layout and aesthetic that achieved an expression of the 
product content inside the packaging. The light colour packaging is 
well balanced to form the visual impact of the overall packaging design 
offers an eye-focus to the brand content on the shelves.

Company Name :
KOPERASI PERKASA SEREMBAN BERHAD

Brand / Model No :
KOPES / -

PACKAGING - TEA MIX DRINK CAMELLIA & 
LEMONGRASS 
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This packaging design demonstrates the un-limitation of basic idea. 
Instead of just a regular chocolate packaging, the cheerful approach 
with different background yet outstanding ‘coklat’ label makes it more 
interesting in maintaining the strong HAZLEEN identity across the 
product. 

Company Name :
KOPERASI INANG SURI KEDAH BERHAD 

Brand / Model No :
HAZLEEN / -

PACKAGING - FLAVOURED MILK CHOCOLATE 
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The traditional appearance and feel of this packaging displays the 
appreciation of design, culture and quality product. The label indicates 
Korean culture tales make OMMASON as an iconic gift. The images used 
represent the delicious serving of the product.Company Name :

FAIZAAMER ENTERPRISE 

Brand / Model No :
OMMASON / -

PACKAGING - KOREAN RICE CAKE
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This OMMASON packaging design demonstrates the creative 
thought of utilizing the basic idea. While chilli paste is just a 
regular ingredient for cooking the approach with simple layout 
yet outstanding red chilli and gold label enhances the product 
values. The box itself makes it something worth for a gift that 
compliments the promotion while maintain the brand identity.

PACKAGING - KOREAN CHILLI PASTE

Company Name :
FAIZAAMER ENTERPRISE 

Brand / Model No :
OMMASON / -
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Jewelry, Fashion 
and Accessories 

Products
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A four piece set of contemporary Gold jewelry, consists of  necklace  
with a pendant, earing, bracelet  and  ring. It has a fusion of classic  and  
traditional design that makes this set very elegant. They are bold and 
beautiful  with floral  shaped  pendant, earing, bangle and ring with 
Pieces of diamonds in the petals. The rope effect thick gold chain can be 
worn according to the length required.  The  fine gold tassel  hanging on 
each end of the necklace, bangle and earing , gives a feminine touch to 
this bold and beautiful set.

WANA BE

Company Name :
JIN HUO GOLD & JEWELLERY INDUSTRIES (M) SDN BHD 

Brand / Model No :
MELISA / F-10-3
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This  well  crafted set of Collier or gold choker necklace comes with,  
bangles, earing  and ring   with  two shades  of purple  enamel flowers on 
every piece . L & M stands for Lotus and  moon flower. The necklace and 
bangles have two types  of chains along   side by side  hence make them 
look unusually exclusive. A Very feminine  and beautiful  combination of 
enamel and gold necklace set.

L&M

Company Name :
JIN HUO GOLD & JEWELLERY INDUSTRIES (M) SDN BHD 

Brand / Model No :
MORPHY / F10-5
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These beautiful with a purpose shoes are made from 100% leather and 
they made to give comfort  to the wearer from bunion.  The  court  shoes  
design with the broad  rounded front are very comfortable for the toes 
when wearing them. The low broad heals are sturdy and firm unlike 
pointed high heels shoes which give comfort and stability  when  walking.
The square buckles add a bit of elegance and  femininity  to  the design 
of the shoes.

Company Name :
NTH GLOBAL SDN BHD

Brand / Model No :
NOTTINGHEELS / -

HALLUXEASE BUNION-SUPPORT SHOE 
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The simple, sleek and minimal roll-down CYCLIS cyclist bag makes 
commuting on two wheels an interesting experience. The consideration 
of adequate ventilation, padded adjustability straps and padded back 
underlay offers comfort to cyclist. The safety features become added 
values by easy touch button for the LED that alight in the middle of 
the bag. The needed compartment for commuting on wheels form an 
organise product with sport elegance looks.

Company Name :
BRILLIANT MERCHANDISING SDN BHD

Brand / Model No :
TERMINUS / T02-596STD

S - CYCLIS 
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A sturdy construction and modern design create a perfect meeting point 
between form and function. The S-BIKERZ suited biker to work in smart 
clothes and to travel without compromising on style. The safety features 
become added values by easy touch button for the LED that alight in the 
middle of the bag. 

S-BIKERZ

Company Name :
BRILLIANT MERCHANDISING SDN BHD

Brand / Model No :
TERMINUS / T02-516LAP
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Leisure, Hobbies
and Sport

36



The flexibility and lightweight enhance with sleek design form a 
dynamic look and feel of the TURKISH X ONE bow. The consideration of 
durability and efficient yet maintaining the design structures stability 
made this invention displays sharpness appearance.

BUSUR TURKISH X ONE

Company Name :
ARROUHA SPORTS & OUTDOORS SDN BHD
Brand / Model No :
ARROUHA / X-ONE
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The sportier modern design and styling with advanced simplicity engineered 
were targeted for the beginners. Consideration of ergonomic become the 
key success of JATI TUNGGAL for easy handling, gripping and flexibility to 
safeguard the first timers in particular. The multi-colour product added an 
interest to the younger archers.

BUSUR JATI TUNGGAL

Company Name :
ARROUHA SPORTS & OUTDOORS SDN BHD

Brand / Model No :
ARROUHA / JATI TUNGGAL
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The traditional shape supported with handcrafted bow, the ANAK 
AWAN means for both sexes. The combination of wood effect and 
rubber gripping form a sensation of past history to the archers. 
Again the ergonomic been taken into consideration in ensuring the 
versatility of gender and ages.

Company Name :
ARROUHA SPORTS & OUTDOORS SDN BHD

Brand / Model No :
ARROUHA / ANAK AWAN

BUSUR ANAK AWAN 

39



Company Name :
WEIDA INTEGRATED INDUSTRIES SDN BHD

Brand / Model No :
POLYPLANTER / DUOS

PLANTER TANK The DUOS Planter Series is a perfect design approach which invigorates 
possible idea for rainwater storage and home decoration. The environmental 
consideration combined with engineering solutions creatively contribute to 
water resource management, renewable energy and conservation. The earth colour 
appears to form light and easy product to handle supported by clean 
designs with modern attractive appearance to blend in new and future interior.

40



Living Room and 
Bedroom Products



The contemporary design blade and centre housing add an architectural 
influence to suit with the interior. This KDK fan deliver the combination 
of functionality, quality and durability in style that able to remain ever-
green to furnish the interior space or even outdoorCompany Name :

PANASONIC MANUFACTURING MALAYSIA BERHAD

Brand / Model No :
KDK / K 15YX-QBR , K15YX-RBR

CEILING FAN
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The minimalist design applied in this RANTING SIGNATURE side table created 
with the purpose of intensifying the relationship between the furniture and 
owner emotion. Clever use of natural wood shape and metal rod accommodate its 
function in both, modern or traditional interior arrangement. The sustainable 
consideration become the inspiration for designer to produce a series of 
approachable furniture while maintain the originality of the nature.

Company Name :
RANTING SIGNATURE

Brand / Model No :
RANTING SIGNATURE / -

ACASIA WITH HAIR PIN LEG SET 
(COFFEE TABLE, SIDE TABLE) 
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The simple arrangement of this CUBO made up of thin shelves and 
panels that conceal the set for any purpose. This elegant freestanding 
console can be arranged to fit the space and its function at the same 
time.Company Name :

CUBO SDN BHD 

Brand / Model No :
EZBO / -

HERO CABINET 
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Public Areas and 
Transportation 

Products

45



The locally design MYVI with spacious interior for peoples and baggage become 
advantages for its market segment. The clever design consideration towards the 
local driving experience attitudes trigger the R&D to create useable compartment for 
expressway card, route map, coins, sturdy drinking holder, small stuff and entertainment 
surround. The dynamic and sportier exterior profile supported with aggressive façade 
attract the viewers at first glance.

Company Name :
STYLING DESIGN DEPARTMENT GMR&D 
PERODUA MANUFACTURING SDN BHD 

Brand / Model No :
PERODUA / D20N

MYVI

46



47

While compact cars have a reputation as a boring econoboxes, the demand are 
significant for customers with budget constrain. The AXIA was created to full fill 
them that emphasize style both interior and exterior. The execution of solid bold 
front with high C pillar demonstrates the dynamic appearance to costume the 
younger users.

Company Name :
STYLING DESIGN DEPARTMENT GMR&D PERODUA 
MANUFACTURING SDN BHD

Brand / Model No :
PERODUA / D88N

AXIA
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Architecture and 
Environmental 

Products
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The environmental conservation of WATER STORAGE tank that provides high 
quality and field safety able to form practical solutions for harvesting water. 
The health concern has influence the design engineer to create new product that 
useful for its functions and user considerations.Company Name :

WEIDA INTEGRATED INDUSTRIES SDN BHD

Brand / Model No :
POLYSTOR / TAB-3

WATER STORAGE TANK WITH 
NANOSHIELD ANTI-BAC 
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The sleek ellipse shape air outlets give an elegant look to the whole product 
surface. The simple trim on white clean finish was created for quality and 
modern lifestyle. The PANASONIC consideration of maintenance has been 
tackled through clicking and easy detaches system as well the ergonomic 
matters.

Company Name :
PANASONIC APPLIANCES AIR-CONDITIONING 
MALAYSIA SDN BHD

Brand / Model No :
PANASONIC / CS-PS9TKH, CS-PS12TKH, 
CS-PS9TKH-1, CS-PS12TKH-1 

AIR CONDITIONER 
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Office and 
Administration 

Products 
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This cute and appetizing stool set can be fun to decorate and use around 
the house, play-centre or even to fit in a modern office. The candy or dessert 
influences combines with unique shape, materials and colourful offers design 
simplicity, clean and looking fun in the preferred space. The LOLLA soft cushion 
seat is created wrap twisting bright colorful threads around a circular base in 
a manner that keeps them in set and in their place.

Company Name :
OASIS FURNITURE INDUSTRIES SDN BHD

Brand / Model No :
ARTE COMO  /-

LOLLA
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Industrial
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The smart consideration of design not solely focusing on beauty but the 
innovative system, function and overall appearance are blended in 
RIVERPROTEC product. The new geotechnical protection system created to 
protect or reduce riverbank scouring coastal line erosion and other type of erosion. 
The innovative product with self-interlocking function, form a wall of scouring 
protection and supreme installation flexibility pertaining the river curves and 
shapes that give a hydro-dynamic design.

Company Name :
AGENSI NUKLEAR MALAYSIA BANGI

Brand / Model No :
RIVERPROTEC / RP002

RIVERPROTEC
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MAJLIS REKABENTUK MALAYSIA  (MALAYSIA DESIGN COUNCIL) 
MINISTRY OF INDUSTRIAL TRADE AND INDUSTRY

D/A SIRIM BERHAD, Lot 5285, Lebuhraya Sungai Besi-Puchong, 57000 Bukit Jalil, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Tel:+60389926043   e-mail: info@mrm.gov.my   Website:www.mrm.gov.my   Facebook : Majlis Rekabentuk Malaysia


